LEE C. WITNER
CENTENNIAL, COLORADO 80015 USA
MOBILE PHONE(303) 921-7795
e-mail lwitner21@gmail.com

SUMMARY
*Experienced and motivated technical professional with over 18+ years of technical support and 12
years of experience in the mining industry in engineering and maintenance installing, developing and
administering AutoCAD, PLC's and HMI automation and electrical motors.
EXPERIENCE
Jan 2017- Dec 2017 State of Colorado OIT, Agency DOC, Colorado Springs, CO
Database Services DBA
*Oracle two node RAC production system including Oracle Standby database
*6 additional Oracle single node Grid non-production systems on Oracle Linux VM's
*All Aspects of Oracle Database Administration including patching and working with Systems group for
system architecture changes.
*Application developer assistance with Oracle Data Integrator and conversion of legacy Informix tables and
MySQL tables to Oracle for application conversion.
*Part Time MySQL database administration for additional application
*Use of OEMCC 13c and Toad to monitor systems

Sep 2016- Nov 2016 Insight Global/Raytheon Corporation Aurora, CO
Data Management Services - DBA Contractor
* Used Oracle Designer, and SQL Developer, and shell scripting tools to administer the database and support
development users.
* Database Requirements analysis on secure RAC and single instance on premise databases
* Database configuration/deployment support for databases existing and new
* Evaluation and installation of database software releases, patches and system upgrades

2015 –July 2016 Oracle Education

Denver, CO

Senior Technical Instructor
* Teach Oracle University curriculum for Oracle Data Integrator ELT fundamentals and advanced features for
ODI versions 11g and 12c to Oracle customer developers and DBAs.
* Teach Oracle GoldenGate Versions 11g and 12c Fundamentals curriculum.
* Taught week long classes through Live Virtual Classes (WebEx), In-classroom, and on-site to Oracle
customers purchasing or using Oracle Middleware and Database products.
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Feb 1998-March 2015 Oracle USA

Denver, CO

Principal Support Engineer /Database DBA - Oracle Data Integrator
* Technical support engineer for the Oracle Data Integrator Application versions Sunopsis 3 and 4, and ODI
version 10g, 11g, and 12c for over 6 years.
* Technical Support for database customers including front line support, Gold level support, and Internals
support for 11 years.
*Technical support for all phases of database troubleshooting, installations, upgrades, migration, corruption
and Oracle Database errors.
* Successfully assisted 1000's of customers with database and ODI issues over the years, such as
installations, creating and editing ODI components and best practices of ODI and troubleshooting ORA-600
and ORA-7445 errors and corruption on the database.
*Used the Oracle tools such as oradebug, bbed explain plan and block dump as required 24x7, with a 99%
resolution rate.
* Worked hands with customers on either telephone and/or web conference, applying patches, installs, tuning,
DB design, system sizing and other features and options of the database and ODI Oracle products.

Nov 1997 – Jan 1998

Mincom, Ltd.

Denver, CO

Mining Maintenance Software Specialist
* Provided software support and services on mining ERP and mining technology software for Mincom
customers and Oracle Database assistance.
* Develop training material and customization for customers using the mining application software in the
maintenance and warehouse area of the software.
* Travel to sites for consulting, implementation, customization, maintenance and training of mining application
software.

1994-1997

Echo Bay Mines, Inc. Denver, CO

Database Administrator/Developer
* Assisted in upgrading Oracle 6 DB to Oracle 7 DB.
* Reviewed for purchase and then implemented Lotus Notes Release 4 Applications.
* Developed and implemented SQL Windows Applications for exploration group to save time and effort for
exploration reporting for use offline when in field.
* Troubleshoot and edit PL/SQL programs for reporting to individualize the report per mine site.
* Traveled to mine sites for installation of software, training, and issue resolution.

1983–1994

Echo Bay Mines, Inc. Round Mountain Gold Corporation - Smoky Valley Common Operation

Round Mountain, NV
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Mining Engineer/PLC Technician
* Responsible for administration, changes, troubleshooting of all industrial automation at site including
Programmable Logic Controllers and Man-Machine Interface using Allen-Bradley, GE Fanuc and Siemens
PLC's, and Wonderware SCADA/HMI software.
* Installation, development and administration Wonderware Human-Machine Interface (HMI) software for
crushing, conveying, and recovery systems.
* Successfully reprogrammed leach pad stacker PLC and interface after issues came to light.
* Production surveying and month end production responsibilities.
* Trained on AutoCAD and worked on many drawings, reproduction and maintenance of existing engineering
and electrical drawings, and presentations as requested by management, inclusing drawing and diagram
maintenance and presentation.
* Member of Mine Rescue Team both open pit and underground.

EDUCATION
1976–1981

B.S. Industrial Technology Education

Bowling Green State University

Bowling Green, OH

TECHNICAL TRAINING
VMWare, VirtualBox, MS Windows, PC Internals and troubleshooting, MS Office, Linux & Solaris
Administration, Oriented Programming, Oracle Database Administrator, Oracle Database Internals,
Oracle GoldenGate, Oracle Data Integrator, Oracle WebLogic Server, Java, XML, SQL, PL/SQL,
Object Oriented Programming, PLC programming Ladder Logic and industrial SCADA/HMI software
programming

INTERESTS soccer referee, hockey, carpentry, electronic technology
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